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Winter Storm Watch

Local view: Too many men remain entrenched in past ways
By David E. Beard on Jun 25, 2016 at 11:00 p.m.

Women nurture; men protect. I haven’t believed that since I was 12. The shootings in
Orlando, Fla., reminded me why. The murders of nearly 50 people reminded me why I
haven’t understood some forms of male identity as a source of protection for most of my life.

My mother, sister and I lived in a duplex in the inner city of Milwaukee. Our apartment
opened into a staircase shared with Del, our upstairs neighbor. Neither we nor Del locked the
doors that opened into the stairwell; my mother trusted Del. (We did lock the heavy wooden
doors against the outside.)

We trusted Del because Del was the organist at St. Elizabeth parish. Del was gentle, kind and helpful to my mother. And Del was the first
gay man I ever knew — as public about his sexual orientation as anyone in my tween memory. That an inner-city Catholic parish had
accepted him as its organist was a sign to my cynical tween heart that the Church was not as bad as I thought. The church was not all
about guilt and repentance, about isolating the saved from the damned. The church had welcomed the cool guy who lived upstairs.

One morning, my mother woke to take our yipping dogs outside. She found the outer door wide open, and she became upset. Del could
be lazy or forgetful and now he had made our whole family vulnerable. She went upstairs and knocked on Del’s door, but there was no
answer. She went inside and found Del’s body. The doors had been left open by the man who murdered him. The murderer thankfully did
not stop to try the interior door to our flat on his way out of the building.

In the days that followed, the neighborhood told stories. The most common was that the man killed Del because Del made a pass at him,
and the man could not let that stand. (The judge noted this in the trial: “It’s not self-defense if somebody makes a pass at you and wants
to have sexual activity with you that you take a sheet and strangle them under any interpretation of self-defense.”) None of us knew
whether Del was killed for hitting on a straight man, but it seems to ring true now. After all, the father of the Orlando shooter told the
“Today Show” that his son “got very angry when he saw two men kissing” months before in Miami.

Certain forms of masculinity cannot let other expressions of masculinity stand, after all. To some men, homosexuality is not just “another
way to be a man,” the way chocolate and vanilla are different types of ice cream. To some men, homosexuals should be punished, hurt or
eliminated for deforming what it means to be a man. It seemed true in Milwaukee 30 years ago and true in Orlando on June 12.

To write this piece, I looked up the trial records for Del’s murder. To my surprise, there was an attempt to use DNA evidence to overturn
the conviction. The tests were inconclusive, and so other arguments were tried. They describe my murdered friend, the church musician,
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as a predator who “invited someone in to help move furniture with the intentions of seducing that person” and who “talked about picking
up the younger trade on the street.”

The path to exonerating this man includes, still, reducing my friend to someone whose sexuality is broken and whose masculinity was
broken.

Sociologist Lisa Wade of Occidental College tells us, “Anti-gay hate crimes, like violence against women, are tied closely to rigid and
hierarchical ideas about masculinity.” She reminds us that the Orlando shooter, Omar Mateen — like Brock Turner, the Stanford student
recently convicted of rape — was raised in the same American culture of masculinity.

That American culture of masculinity led me to believe, as a child, that men protected and women nurtured. Men were strong and brave;
they defended their families.

But by the time I was 12, I no longer believed I needed to be protected by those kinds of men: One of those kinds of men, with a rigid
sense of what it means to be a man, killed my friend.

After the shootings in Orlando, I am ready to declare we need to be protected from them: One of those kinds of men, with a rigid sense of
what it means to be a man, killed dozens.

Safety will come when we eliminate the ideals that flourish only by punishing, hurting, murdering men who enact masculinity differently.

David E. Beard is an associate professor in the Department of Writing Studies at the University of Minnesota Duluth.
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